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&act. An algorithhn is described which. sorts n numbers in place with the property of stability, 
IS., preserving the original order of equal elements. The algorithm requires absolutely minimum 
storage 0 (log2 n) bits for program variables and a computation time at most (n (Iog2 n121- 

F ., An algorithm which sorts n numbers in order is said to be s 
ordering of equal numbers is preserved in. the ha1 arr 
stability is clearly desirab e in several applications and may be achieved, for example, 
b:q using one of the known sorting algorithms after tagging the e ements to be sorted 
with their initial locations; such approach, however, require additional storalge 
for ths tags of the o.Jer of n log, n bits. Other schemes of stable sorting may be 
devised, which req-Gre an addi”ional rstoratge of the same order as above. 

D. E. Knuth ([l-j p. 388) defines a sorting algorithm to require minimum st 
ifit uses at most 0 ((log, IZ)~) bits of additional storage. To justify this definition 
at most log, n program variables are postulated, each requiring log,12 bits. 

Knuth has also raised estion of the existence of a stable minimum storage 
S) sorting algori;hm h requires less than 0 (3’) units of time in its worst 

case, and/or in the average. 

orst case still1 blzi 
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pJ&iee that the latter requirement is the absolute minimum 
to handle I;I items. 

er the original submission of th’ r, additional interestitig results by E. C. 

th appeared in the literature rvath obtained independently a result 
d also showed that running time can be asymptotically 

e algorithm described in this paper, however, is cons 
rithms, and is sed on a substantially different approach. 

aders familiar with orvath’s wofk, the two methods can be 
ef!y contrasted as follows. orvath’s stable sorting is based on fiorming “con& 

ength, where cantiguents are detied as s 
. Our algorithm, instead, forms contiguents o 

ler@h, only at the kast step of recursion. 

n the interest of clarity, we shall describe at first a retcursive version of the SMS 
m, Subsequently we shall present its iterative rendition, which performs 

ly the same merging steps and achieves the minimum storage performance. 
procedure willl be presented in the orderly style of Knuth [l]. Data structures 

to k used are unidimensionnl arrays of records. By A [ 1: r) we shall denote 8 sequence 
A [I], A [2], l **9 A Kl* 

s algorithm sorts a sequence V [I :n] by iteration. At each iteration the sta 
s applied to pairs of consecutive sorted subsequences of 
ubl.es at each iteration step. 

inser;ion V [4if 1 :min(4(i+ 

halt; else go to step 



by ‘“reduction” of replacing the original pair of sequences with 

3. 

SMS. 
SM6. 

shorter pairs. 

Set r *- llog;, Vl - 1 
insertion V [ 1: zl] and V [W Z :v] and halt ; 

Apply Algorithm SH to {V [i---k 1 :u+j], j} 
(Comment: the two se uences V [i + 1: zij an [u+ 1 :u+j] areexchanged). 
Apply Algorithm to V[l:i], V[i+l 
Apply algorithm to V cz’-t- 1 :u+j], 

e Thti 021~ movement of data is the exe med by step SWIL 
ange is stable since, by the condition 

> V [u + j] or V [i+ 1.: u] is empty. n the lalter case ste 
also that at each point in the recursive execution of steps SMS 
of sorted subsequences hzve total length equal to a power of 2, except, possibly, tk!e 
rightmost pair. 

Algorithm SH (shift) 

cyclically shifts 
pts a sequence V [a: b] and an integer P < 4 = B-a+ 1 arrd 

in place r positions to the right, 

et I +- 6, h +- a. 
et V + V [Ji] @tore V h]) and set v + h. 

SW. Set w 4- b)- r. 

SEW If w c u, set 
I+1 and go to step 
v f- w and go to ste 
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the z;ame order, so that we shall use the number of comparisons as the criterion of 
complexity~ 

‘e now recall that replaces the probl m of merging the s 

pair (Y [ 1 X4], Y [24 + : v]) with that of merging the two sequence pairs ( 
Y[~+l:~~),and(V[“2;‘+1:u_tj], V[u+.,i+kv]). Sincetheparameterrisa I/. 

of II but &it of U, the computational work required by this reduction is a function 
only of the total length of the original pair, and consists of two parts: 

(i)’ the. determination of the two subsequences to be exchanged (Ste 
noted ve, this requires at most T comparisons. 

(ii) recursive application of AJgorj.thm SM (first level of recursion) to V [l :Z] 
and V [F-t 1: v”J (Steps SM5 and SM6). 

Therefore, de:noting with. 1~) (v) the worst-case computational work required for 
merging a sequence pair off total length v, we have the recurrence relation 

9 Gv) = w (2’)+p (o-:r)+2’, with r = riogz VI- I. 

Notice that v (u) is monotonic for v f 4. Assuming now inductively that y (v) is 
monotonic for ;o < F, equation (1) proves the monotonicity of v (vj. Thus, since 
we are interested in the rate of growth of y (v), we may assume for ease of calculaticn 
*hat: ir be a power of 2. In this case, (1) becomes 

IV 
yp(v)=2y 2 4-p 

0 
0 2 

which yields, y (v) = 0 (v log, v). 
FEnzJly, we nctice that in its last pass Algorithm S performs the nlerging (step Sol) 

of two sorted sequences V [l : P] and V [2M + 1 :n], with M = Ilog, r~l- 1. Thus, 
the Y~Norst-case computational work cp (n) required for stably sorting fz elements is 
given by the following recurrence relation: 

(P 00 = p W+p (n-2")fy (n) 

I-Iere again, monotonicity of 9 (6) is immediately proved. Thus, referring to the case 
in which n is a power of’ 2, we obtain 

ods, Cat v (n) is 0 (n (log, pit”). 

of” the stable sorting al 
+y 9 multi~)licative constant) 
algorithm to sorted, sequences o& nearly e 



abscissae of separation between 

d by noticing that the pointers 
n be easily determined 

without altering the o of the time complexity. 
pairs of sorted subse- 

e at the end of the execution). 
rovide an iterative version of 

which operate3 a3 follows. At st a sequence of reduction passes 
rted sequence pairs. 

When this length attains the valu s sorted by (stable) 
straight insertion and the merging process is completed. e only additional problem 
excountere,d is that, whenever a reduction *must be perfo ed, we know the total 

ot their separating 
r med, thereby :ldding 

at most a term linear in v to the r$ht hand side of equation (2) and leaving unaltered 
the order of the time complex@. iously, it is als possible to devise a i’aithkll 
itesative simulation of Algorithin S name’& one whkh performs the same sti!que tcle 
of merging steps: such algorithm is negli@bly more efkieilt than that given below 
(since not all abscissae u’s need be computed), but is considerably more complicated 
to describe. 

(,iterative stable merge) 

stably merges two sorkd sequences V [ 1: u] c!nd V [u + 1 :$I= 

1. Set r + [log2 vl- 
ISM2. Set s + 0. 
ISM3. ment : steps ISM3-5 determine the abscissa u separating lthe t;wo 

sequences in V [s =I- f : min (v, s + 2’+9].) Set k f- s + 1 L 4 

[k+l] set k + k+l; else set u c-k o to step ISk6. 
etr +r-1andgotostepI else gs to ISiV4. 

reduction). While i +j < 2’, if 
{(Y[S+I+i:] < V[ti+l+j])A (i+s < u)) or (j+u = miP1(iWl-2’+1)) 

}9 and set s +- s-f ?i-l. 

> v set r++--l; el 

-P I), u)] and halt. 
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